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NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY: Flagstaff selected as 1999 meeting site

Flagstaff, Arizona, will be the site of the 1999 annual meeting of the Conference of Inter-Mountain
Archivists. Sessions will be held Friday and Saturday, June 4-5, on the campus of Northern Arizona

University.

Members are invited to contribute ideas for the gathering. A theme will be selected at the November council
meeting and a formal call for papers will be published in the January issue of the CIMA Newsletter.

Volunteers also are needed to assist in organizing the conference and subsequent annual meetings. If you

would like to participate, please contact any member of the CIMA council.

EAD pre-conference workshop offered

An SAA workshop on encoded archival description (EAD) will be offered prior to the 1999 annual meeting in

Flagstaff, Arizona. The pre-conference workshop is scheduled Wednesday and Thursday, June 2-3.

Because of limited enrollment, council members anticipate that a second pre-conference workshop will also
be offered. Conservation-related issues will be the likely topic.

Diverse collections available at NAU

by Brad Cole, Cline Library, Northern Arizona University

FLAGSTAFF, AZ--Northern Arizona University Cline Library's Special Collections and Archives Department
welcomes CIMA to Flagstaff. Our mission is to collect, preserve, and make available archival material which

documents the history and development of the Colorado Plateau, with an emphasis on northern Arizona.

Interdisciplinary in nature, the collections consist of 7 million pages of manuscripts, 750,000 photographs, 850
oral histories, 35,000 books, and 2,000 maps. The department also serves as the home for the University

Archives and the holdings of the Arizona Historical Society/Pioneer Museum.

The materials found in Special Collections provide a wealth of primary and secondary information for both
the general reader and serious researchers. Topics covered range from environmental issues to Native

American culture to regional politics. Collections of note include: Bruce Babbitt's presidential campaign

papers; exploration and history of the Grand Canyon contained in the notes and images of Emery Kolb, Bill
Belknap, Lois Jotter Cutter, P.T. Reilly, Eddie McKee, Georgie Clark, and Harvey Butchart; records from

organizations such as the Arizona Lumber and Timber Company, Saginaw and Manistee, and the Inland

Forest Research Council; and perspectives on cultural interaction in materials from A.F. Whiting, Jo Mora,
Leo Crane, and the Navajo trade relationships project.

Currently Special Collections is conducting two oral history projects--United Indian Traders Association and

Los Recuerdos de Flag an oral history of the local hispanic communities. The department adds material to the
digital image database daily, and participates in the development of online exhibits. A Special Collections and

Archives World Wide Web page with an overview of Special Collections and Archives plus links to our

digital image database and exhibits can be found at http://www.nau.edu/~cline/speccoll/(.)
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Historian Jay Haymond retires from USHS

SALT LAKE CITY--Historian Chas Peterson says that Utah history has many heroes, and that the recently

retired Jay Haymond is among them. Jay's "role...as a stable, determined leader at the Society has been
important beyond all calculation.... [His] programs have been wisely conceived, varied in character, and

do-able in the climate of [the] times."

Jay Haymond joined the staff of the Utah State Historical Society in 1972 after teaching history at Dixie
College for four years. During his 26-year career at the Historical Society Jay has served with distinction and

has left a lasting mark on many of the Society's programs. He became director of the library after the

retirement of John James and organized the move of the Society's collections from the Thomas Kearns
Mansion to the Crane Building in 1978, and then to the Denver and Rio Grande Building in 1980.

As director of the library, he instituted an ambitious collections program and an oral history program that has

produced hundreds of hours of interviews about the history of Utah. He gave strong emphasis to outreach
activities, especially local history workshops and strengthening local historical societies. He helped organize

the Utah Geographic Names program and the Utah Historic Trails Consortium and served as executive

secretary for both organizations for many years. Jay's valuable service to the state was recognized with his
selection in 1977 to receive the Earl Conder Award as Utah's outstanding state employee.

With the resignation of Melvin Smith in 1985, Jay served as acting director of the Utah State Historical

Society for nearly eight months until the appointment of Max Evans. In recent years Jay has continued to
direct the oral history program, the state centennial history series, and the Utah State Historical Society grants

program. Since his retirement in July, Jay and his wife Pat continue as volunteers for the Utah State Historical

Society as part of the oral history team. [Reprinted from the August 1998 issue of the Utah State Historical

Society Newsletter.]

Jay played major role in founding CIMA

By Jeffrey O. Johnson, Utah State Archivist

SALT LAKE CITY--Jay Haymond, who retired earlier this year, rightly can be called the "Father" of the
Conference of Inter- Mountain Archivists.

The origin of CIMA can be traced to a gathering of several archivists from Utah, who, along with Judith

Austin of the Idaho Historical Society, met at the McCune Mansion in Salt Lake City in 1973. Those present
recognized a need for archivists throughout the Intermountain region to cooperate more closely and it was

decided to create a regional archival association. As a major force behind the organization, Jay was asked to

chair the board of the new organization. Since the board had one member from each state, Jay often ended up
taking the largest share of the work because he was in Salt Lake City--the center of the organization.

About this same time Jay was appointed as local arrangements chair for the 1977 annual meeting of the

Society of American Archivists to be held in Salt Lake City. Although few professional archivists were in the
area at the time, a very successful conference was held under Jay's direction. After more than twenty years,

archivists I talk to from around the nation often mention what a good time they had at that meeting.

In the early days, CIMA had an elected board to govern the organization. As a tribute to Jay's abilities to lead,
keep various interests cooperating, and motivate widely scattered professionals to work together, he

repeatedly was elected to the chairman's position. Because of Jay Haymond's hard work, we have the fine

organization which exists today.

Archives week observed in Salt Lake City
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SALT LAKE CITY--A three-part series of free brown bag lectures offered by staff members at the Utah State
Archives is scheduled during the yearly observance of Archives Week in Utah, October 11-17, 1998.

Kicking off Archives Week on Tuesday is a discussion about archivists in fiction at the SAA annual meeting

in Orlando, Florida. The week continues on Wednesday with a talk about document preservation at home by
preservation archivist Sarah Talley (former CIMA secretary/ treasurer). The programs conclude on Friday

with a discussion about the women of the Castle Gate Mine disaster by David Clark, a processing and

reference archivist. These one-hour presentations begin at noon in the training room (room 205) at the Utah
State Archives and Records Center in the Capitol complex. The public is invited.

Archives Week highlights the important roles of archives and archivists in the identification, preservation, and

conservation of historic records. First observed in the Beehive State in 1993, the annual event is again the
subject of a proclamation issued by Governor Michael Leavitt.

Utah archives employee-of-the-year feted

SALT LAKE CITY--Brenda J. Murphy, accounting technician, was recognized as the Utah State Archives

"employee of the year" September 8 at the annual Department of Administrative Services (DAS) awards
presentation and picnic. The DAS quality service awards are presented to those "displaying a commitment to

quality customer service, creativity in identifying problems and solutions, and dedication to efficiency in

government." Murphy has been with the archives since October 1989.

Law librarians, archivists tour facilities

SALT LAKE CITY--Six archivists from the Patron Services section at the Utah State Archives and Records

Service took a guided tour of the S.J. Quinney Law Library at the University of Utah on July 20. The group

was invited by Felise L. Thorpe, an attorney and librarian, who recently performed research at the State
Archives.

Thorpe then brought a group of eight librarians from the law library to tour the research center and

micrographics operations at the Utah State Archives and the stacks and processing area at the Decker Lake
Records Center on August 13.

The exchange helped to acquaint the employees of both institutions with each other's collections and should

provide more knowledgeable and improved reference service.

Salt Lake County transfers tax records

SALT LAKE CITY--Salt Lake County Records Management and Archives recently transferred 8 volumes of

County Assessor's tax assessment indexes to the Utah State Archives. The indexes, covering a range of dates

from 1935-1969, will be included in an existing microfilmed records series of tax records held by the Utah
State Archives and provide more complete information for those years. The County Archives appreciated the

opportunity to work cooperatively with the State Archives and their staff in the transfer of these records.

Gateway project photographs available

SALT LAKE CITY--The Salt Lake County Archives has a collection of black and white photographs of
commercial-industrial buildings in the Gateway District of Salt Lake City. The proposed project consists of

650 acres of land situated around railway tracks, highway ramps, overpasses, and industrial buildings in the

central business district of Salt Lake.
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Salt Lake City's redevelopment agency and private investors are evaluating the surviving structures, business,
and land for potential housing units, new retail developments, parks, transportation ports, and cultural centers.

This visual collection provides a rare glimpse of the commercial and industrial architecture of Salt Lake City

during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These prints are found in series 17920, Historical Buildings of
Salt Lake City, and series 82484, Appraisal Cards. Photographs include the following buildings: Anheuser

Busch Brewing Company, Armour Company, Central Warehouse, W.P. Fuller Paint Corp., Red Van &

Storage, Keyser Warehouse, Henderson Block, Utah Ice and Storage, and Utah Pickle Company.

For use or duplication of the photos contact Susan Quinley at or e-mail squinley@co.slc.ut.us,

Salt Lake County staff has busy summer

SALT LAKE CITY--Salt Lake County Records Management and Archives has been busy participating in

national and local organizations this summer. Terry Ellis, County Records Manager, attended the National
Association of Government Archives and Records Administrators (NAGARA) meeting in Philadelphia this

past July. She serves as a local government representative on the Board of Directors. Terry is also the new

president of the Utah- Salt Lake chapter of the Association of Records Managers and Administrators
(ARMA). Meetings are held the third Tuesday of every month and highlight issues regarding records and

information management. Everyone interested in these topics is welcome to attend. Contact Terry Ellis at

(801) 468-2332 or at email: tellis@co.slc.ut.us for more information.

Weber State hires assistant archivist

OGDEN, UT--John Murphy was recently hired as Assistant University Archivist at Weber State University.

John graduated from Simmons College in August 1998 with a master's degree in Library and Information

Science. At Simmons, he participated in the Archival Management program. While living in the Boston area,
he completed a master's degree in history at Brandeis Univesity, where he also completed all course work for

the PhD. John has worked as an archival intern at the Congregational Library Archives in Boston, and as a

corporate archivist at Kapor Enterprises Inc., in Cambridge. Most recently, he was one of three graduate
students selected to participate in the Lemelson Center archival fellowship program at the Smithsonian

Institution. During his internship, he worked in the Archives Center of the National Museum of American

History.

Marriott Library acquisitions processed

by Mark Jensen, J. Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah

SALT LAKE CITY--The Manuscripts Division of the University of Utah J. Willard Marriott Library has

recently acquired and processed the following collections. Further information is available at (801) 581-8864
or at www.lib.utah.edu/spc/mss/ spcmss.html.

The Lucy Mack Smith Collection (ca. 1845) contains two photocopies of a handwritten autobiography of

Lucy Mack Smith (1776-1855). The autobiography was recorded by Martha Jane Knowlton Coray. Coray
(1821-1881), a Nauvoo schoolteacher, recorded the narrative in a small notebook, probably during the winter

of 1844-1845. Both documents have typewritten notations explaining the compilation of the material. The

autobiography concentrates on Smith/Mack family activities, particularly on Lucy's son, Joseph Smith, Jr.
(1805-1844). Included are descriptions of her dreams and visions in her struggle to find the right church to

join because of "the confusion and discord that were extant in the Christian religions." She describes her

husband Joseph's visions, his religious beliefs, and skeptical view of denominational religion. She tells of
Joseph Smith, Jr.'s, visions, the golden plates, the transcription of The Book of Mormon, and the founding of

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, along with early events in the church's history. An inventory

is available.
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The Lorenzo Snow Young Papers (1830s-l980s) consists of personal and professional papers, as well as
architectural drawings, collected or authored by Young (1894-1968), a Salt Lake City architect credited with

having designed 700 buildings. The collection documents Young's work from the 1920s to the end of the

1960s through office files, information gathered by others, news articles, and correspondence. Information
about his personal life is found in family histories, his journal, an oral interview, certificates, LDS Church

materials, correspondence, news articles, and financial documents. To a lesser extent, the papers provide

information about his wife, Aleine Young (1898-1978) and their family. Young, the grandson of two
presidents of the LDS Church (Brigham Young and Lorenzo Snow), studied architecture at the Pratt Institute

in Brooklyn and the University of Pennsylvania. At various times he was employed as an architect by the

LDS Church, but also spent many years in private practice. His work includes the Daughters of the Utah
Pioneers Museum in Salt Lake City and Kingsbury Hall at the University of Utah. Catherine Aleine Margetts

Young served on the General Board of the Relief Society of the LDS Church from 1947 through 1971. An

indexed register is available.

The Glade Peterson Papers (1964-1991) consists of materials documenting the professional life of Glade

Peterson (1928-1990), opera performer and founder of the Utah Opera Company. The bulk of the collection

consists of programs for Utah Opera Company productions and social events concerning the arts in Utah. In
addition, scrapbooks containing news clippings, announcements, programs, photographs, actor/actress

biographical sketches, and invitations are also present. Peterson, born in Fairview, Utah, was responsible for

bringing grand opera to Utah. His own career began in 1958 when he made his debut as Pinkerton in Madame

Butterfly with the NBC Touring Company in Amherst, Massachusetts. His European debut came in 1960 in

Spoleto, Italy, where he played Rodolfo in La Boheme. For the next fifteen years, he starred as a leading

tenor for the State Theater in Zurich, Switzerland. He returned to the United States around 1975, when he
made his debut with the Metropolitan Opera. He founded the Utah Opera Company a few years later. An

inventory is available.

Utah Historical Society Library serves as repository for several organizations

SALT LAKE CITY--Over the years the Utah Historical Society library has collected and preserved the
records and artifacts of several Utah organizations. These far-sighted organizations have gained several

advantages from depositing records at the Society. Their records are protected and are safe from being lost or

thrown away when officers change. In addition, when records are deposited in a repository, an organization's
materials are located in one place and the officers do not have to "hunt them down" when they need access to

them.

The records deposited in the Society cover a wide range of subjects. A diverse groups of women's
organizations are represented, including the Utah Cowbelles, Women's Democratic Club of Salt Lake City,

Grand Army of the Republic Women's Auxiliary, Salt Lake City Women's Chamber of Commerce, Women's

Republican Club of Salt Lake City, Culture Club, Equal Rights Coalition, and the Flora Culture Garden Club.

Community organizations who have deposited their records here include the Central City Neighborhood

Council, Utah Association for the Blind, and Utah Council for International Contact. We also have records

from several recreation groups, including the Chesapeake Duck Club, the Western River Guides Association,
and the Conference of Inter-Mountain Archivists,

Several active organizations periodically donate records to us. These groups include the Association for

Mormon Letters, Utah Academy, Mormon History Association, Utah Humanities Council, League of Women
Voters, Utah Museum Association, USS Utah Survivors Organization, and the Mormon Social Science

Association.

As always, USHS is grateful for all individual and organizational donors. Recent donors include the Utah
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Statehood Centennial Commission, Utah Sesquicentennial Council, Bertha O'Reilly, Kenneth W. White,
Philip E. Garrett, Helen Reeder, Patricia Smith-Mansfield, June McNulty, University of Utah

Communications Department, Stan Layton, Phil Notarianni, West Chicago City Museum, Utah State Archives

and Records Service, Museum of Church History and Art, David Madsen, Idaho State University Museum,
Lynn M. Hilton, William V. Sauders, W. L. Rusho, Nancy MacKay, Utah Symphony, Sharon Odekirk, Kristy

Gregerson, Jay Haymond, William G. Hartley, Thayre Dennis, Mary Ofeidt, Judson Callaway, Jill Derr, Davis

Bitton, and Pauline Sharp.

Anyone wishing to donate organizational records, diaries, journals, photographs, yearbooks, old telephone

directories, personal or business records, family histories, local histories or artifacts should contact Linda

Thatcher at 533-3574. [Reprinted from the August 1998 issue of the Utah State Historical Society

Newsletter.]

USHS to collect oral histories

SALT LAKE CITY--The Utah State Historical Society has entered into a cooperative agreement with the

Bureau of Land Management to collect oral histories in Kane and Garfield counties. According to Kent
Powell, manager of this oral history project for the Utah State Historical Society, "the undertaking will focus

on the history of the land now included in the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, especially from

the 1920s to the 1980s. Interviews will be conducted with individuals involved in the livestock industries,
mining, and other economic activities. Others will be interviewed about everyday life and experiences in the

area, including social, cultural, and recreational aspects of the area's history.

USHS is currently establishing partnerships with local history organizations in four areas: Escalante and
Boulder, Bryce Valley, Kanab, and Long Valley, and with individuals who are interested in participating as

informants or interviewers.

Jay Haymond, who recently retired as the Oral History Coordinator for USHS but who will continue as a
volunteer for the project, explained that "There are a number of people still living who can provide important

information and insights into the history of the land, and this project offers a unique opportunity to have their

stories recorded for posterity."

Dr. Haymond will teach a two-day oral history workshop in each of the four areas for individuals interested in

conducting interviews or transcribing the taped interviews.

If you are interested in participating as an interviewer or transcriber, or if you would like to submit the names
of individuals who should be interviewed as part of this project, please contact Kent Powell at (801)

533-3520. [Reprinted from the August 1998 issue of the Utah State Historical Society Newsletter.]

Historical Society notes staff changes

SALT LAKE CITY--Carolyn Sparreboom leaves USHS after 10 years at the Society, including 7 years as
administrative secretary to the director, Carolyn provided support for both director Max Evans and the Board

of State History, and she played a vital role in the first stages of the state centennial project.

Architectural historian Julie Osborne has left USHS for a similar position in Oregon. Lynette Lloyd, formerly
the executive secretary for the preservation section, is the division's new administrative secretary; Jinnie

Edgar has joined USHS as executive secretary.

Utah Preservation magazine available
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SALT LAKE CITY--The 1998 edition of Utah Preservation: Building on the Past has been printed and sent
to all members of the Utah State Historical Society. The 72-page, full-color magazine features eleven articles

on a variety of preservation topics, including, the Egyptian Theater in Ogden, Nine Mile Canyon, the Julia

Budge Nibley House in Logan, Golden Spike National Historic Site, historic hotels, and the Vernal Temple.
Copies of the magazine will also be available through the Society's bookstore and other retail outlets at a cost

of $3.95. [Reprinted from the August 1998 issue of the Utah State Historical Society Newsletter.]

Changes noted at ISU Oboler Library

by Gary Domitz, Eli M. Oboler Library, Idaho State University

POCATELLO, ID--The Eli M. Oboler Library Special Collections Department is discontinuing the circulation

of the Inter-mountain West book collection (primarily Eastern Idaho and, secondarily, the remaining part of

Idaho and the contiguous states). The books have circulated in the past due to lack of staff to make the
materials available to students during needed hours. This fall we are attempting to maintain hours of 8 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday; 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday; and closed on the

weekend. By restricting use of the books to the Special Collections Department we will improve departmental
security, insure more careful physical use of the books, and improve the availability of our materials for

regional research. Added copies of selected materials will be purchased for the circulating collections.

The Office Technology program in the School of Applied Technology has an option for class work in records
management. We are now doing a trial run on setting-up an opportunity for the students in that program to do

an "internship" in the Special Collections Department.

The Department has just acquired an AGFA Duoscan Scanner. As soon as we learn how to operate the
scanner we will do some trial runs on digitizing some of our prints and negatives.

Laxalt to autograph copies of new memoir

CARSON CITY, NV--Premier Nevada author Robert Laxalt will be available to autograph his new book A

Private War at the Nevada State Library and Archives this Fall.

An Evening with Robert Laxalt will be hosted in the lobby of the Nevada State Library and Archives (100 N.

Stewart Street) in Carson City on Tuesday, October 27, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Many community leaders and

well-known area writers who are former students of the famed writer will read selections from his new
memoir, described below, and their other favorite Laxalt books. The reception will begin at 5:30 p.m., the

readings at 6:00 p.m., and a book signing will conclude this special evening. Contact: 784-6573 x232.

When Robert Laxalt arrived in central Africa as a low-level State Department official during the last year of
World War II, he assumed he had been assigned to an insignificant backwater post. But the situation in

Leopoldville was far more complex than he had expected. A Private War: An American Code Officer in the

Belgian Congo records Laxalt's year-long assignment in the Congo, where secrecy and assassination were the
order of the day.

This moving and exciting war-time memoir by one of the most important writers of his generation offers

readers a compelling account of one of the wars least-known but most important theaters the steamy, disease-
ridden jungles of Equatorial Africa. Once again, Robert Laxalt's powerful prose will engage and move his

readers.

In addition to the quality trade paperback edition, A Private War will be available in a limited hardcover
edition which will feature a bound-in satin ribbon bookmark, handsomely printed end sheets, and the author's

signature.
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A Private War: An American Code Officer in the Belgian Congo will be available in October 1998.

Train experts speak in Carson City

CARSON CITY, NV--Train enthusiasts, railroad historians and all those who simply enjoy knowing more

about the past gathered in Carson City for the annual Virginia & Truckee Railroad History Symposium, Sept.

25-27.

Presentations on a range of topics took place Friday and Saturday. Subjects included the Central Pacific

Railroad, Virginia & Truckee locomotives, a look back at the last run of the V&T, and the past and present

restoration of surviving V&T equipment. A final session on the progress of the V&T McKeen Motor Car took
place Sunday morning at the restoration shop at the Nevada State Railroad Museum.

An opening reception on Friday evening featured a program on the restoration of V&T Locomotive #27. John

H. White, Jr., former curator of transportation at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., and author
of ten books and more than 130 articles on American railroad technology, also spoke.

The symposium banquet dinner took place Saturday evening. Keynote speaker was William Withuhn, who is

the current curator of transportation at the Smithsonian Institution.

Lost City Museum displays local work

OVERTON, NV--Artwork by Jerry Mitchler of Overton go on display at the Lost City Museum in Overton

during the month of October. The Lost City Museum features work by local artists on a rotating basis.

Mitchler, who is legally blind, mainly paints western landscapes in acrylic and watercolor. A native of
Appleton, Wisconsin, he began painting following a medical retirement due to his blindness. His first lessons

were at the Jim Boyles Senior Center in Overton where he has since become an instructor himself. He is a

member and past president of the Moapa Valley Art.

The Lost City Museum stands as one of the most popular tourist attractions in southern Nevada. More than

50,000 visitors a year find their way off the beaten track to this unique museum, so named because it sits on

the site of an Anasazi Indian village whose inhabitants mysteriously disappeared about 800 years ago. Today,
visitors from around the globe come to view the extensive collection of prehistoric artifacts and learn more

about the ancient cultures that once occupied this corner of Nevada. On the museum grounds are several

Pueblo-type structures, made of wattle and daub, that have been reconstructed on the original foundations.

Lectures focus on Basques in the west

CARSON CITY, NV--A free program on Basque culture was given by Dr. Richard Etulain of the University

of New Mexico on Sept. 22 at the Nevada State Museum in Carson City. The presentation was given in

conjunction with the traveling exhibit Amerikanuak! Basques in the High Desert currently on display.

Dr. Etulain's slide-illustrated talk dealt with the changing experiences and shifting images of Basques in the

American West. The presentation first provided Old World backgrounds and then traced, over time, the

transformations Amerikanuak have experienced in the Far West in the 19th and 20th centuries. His talk
focused on Basques of the Great Basin and the Pacific Northwest.

The exhibit at the State Museum, Amerikanuak! Basques in the High Desert, includes photographs, artifacts,

historic images, quotes and text. It explores the immigration of Basques to the Americas from their homelands
in France and Spain, their role in the livestock industry and other businesses in the high desert, their success
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in maintaining their distinctive culture, and traditional music, dance, sports and games. The exhibit was
produced by the High Desert Museum in Bend, Ore., with funding from the National Endowment for the

Humanities, the Nevada Humanities Committee, the Oregon Community Foundation, the Idaho Humanities

Foundation and others.

The lecture series is funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Nevada Humanities

Committee. The fifth speaker in the series will be Dr. Arthur Hart, speaking on Basque Influence on the

Architecture of the American West on Nov. 24. These programs are part of the Museum's Frances Humphrey
Lecture Series held the fourth Tuesday of every month

New booklet describes Nevada markers

CARSON CITY, NV--Are you the kind of traveler who pulls over at every historic site? If so, you'll want to

pick up a newly printed booklet which describes the 254 historical markers scattered across the state. A
Guidebook to Nevada's Historical Markers has been reprinted and is available for free from the Nevada

Office of Historic Preservation in Carson City.

The 48-page booklet includes maps and historical notes on the significance of the markers, informing visitors
about the hidden stories behind an old building, a street corner, or even a spot in the open road. A wide array

of events are commemorated, such as the great train robbery in Verdi, the Old Spanish Trail in Clark County,

the story of Diamondfield Jack Davis in Jackpot, and the Nevada Test Site. Marker #1 observes the location
of Carson City's river mills, while the most recent marker memorializes the rich mining history of Eureka.

The new edition is dedicated to retired state employee Wilbur E. Wieprecht, who worked for state parks and

the historic preservation office from 1965 to 1982. Wieprecht helped install the first markers and was
responsible for the vast majority of those in existence. "His tireless efforts resulted in an important means for

Nevadans and visitors to understand the rich heritage of the state," said Ron James, state historic preservation

officer. "We owe Wil a great deal."

The marker program is supported by funds from the Nevada Commission on Tourism and from the

Department of Transportation. Silver State Industries of the Northern Nevada Correctional Center has

constructed many of the markers, and the Nevada Department of Transportation installs the markers.
Volunteers from throughout the state have worked to maintain the markers and sites.

To obtain a copy of the booklet or for more information on the marker program, please call Barb Prudic at

687-1311 or e-mail her at blprudic@clan.lib.nv.us.

Painting exhibit runs through October

CARSON CITY, NV--Original works by an award-winning local artist are on display through October at the

Nevada State Library and Archives in Carson City.

Well-known local artist Ruth Carlyle, who has worked in several media, will exhibit her recent paintings on
silk, a medium that captured her attention instantly. "The innate qualities of the silk ground lend a special

luminosity to my subjects, typically florals and still lifes," said Carlyle. "I've worked in several media, but

once I discovered the joy of painting with dyes on silks, this is where I've concentrated."

Carlyle's exhibit will run through October 31. The Nevada State Library and Archives, located at 100 North

Stewart Street just east of the Capitol building, features work by local artists on a rotating basis. The original

Nevada constitution is on permanent display in the adjacent Exhibit Gallery. Both galleries are open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday. For more information, please call Gwen Clancy at 687-8323.
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Two sites added to historic register

CARSON CITY, NV--Two historic sites have been added to the Nevada State Register of Historic Places, the

State Historic Preservation Office announced today. Steamboat Hot Springs in Washoe County and El
Rancho Gardens in Pahrump were unanimously approved at the June 5 meeting of the Board of Museums and

History. The State Register recognizes buildings and sites for their historic significance.

Steamboat Hot Springs, located south of Reno, has been a spa and health resort since the 1860s and was also
the site of a V&TRR depot. The current facilities are based on the health spa owned and operated by Dr.

Edna Carver from 1918 until 1954. The property is currently owned by the International Community of Christ

of Reno.

El Rancho Gardens is a duplex bungalow moved to Pahrump from Las Vegas. It was originally part of the

resort complex, El Rancho Vegas, the first to be built on the Las Vegas Strip. Most of the resort complex

burned down in the 1960s, and this duplex bungalow was saved from demolition by being moved to another
location. Only one other surviving duplex bungalow from El Rancho Vegas is known to exist. El Rancho

Gardens is owned by Joseph Ligoti of Las Vegas. "Listing in the State Register is an honor," said Ron James,

state historic preservation officer. "The Board of Museums and History congratulates the owners of these two
historic properties."

For more information, please contact Mella Harmon at 702 687- 7601 or Ron James at 702 687-6360. The

Nevada State Historic Preservation Office is located in Carson City next to the Capitol.

SHRAB committee awards five grants

CARSON CITY, NV--The Nevada State Historical Records Advisory Board awarded five grants for

development of archival programs in Nevada at the September 3 meeting at the Nevada State Library and

Archives. "These are all excellent proposals," commented Board member Robert Blesse, Director of Special
Collections at the University of Nevada, Reno, "successful completion of them would fill a distinct need of

preserving and making valuable materials accessible."

The Catholic Diocese of Reno was awarded $5,000 to establish an repository for the archival records of the
diocese. It will hire a professional archivist to gather the archival records into a single repository, organize

these records in their proper records groups and apply professional procedures for conservation and

preservation.

Fourth Ward School Museum in Virginia City was awarded $4,500 to design and implement a collection

policies and procedures manual, establish a working archival program, train volunteers and staff, and develop

a disaster recovery plan for the museum's archives.

Central Nevada Historical Society in Tonopah was awarded $4,912 to organize, preserve and provide access

to the 1,200 historical mining maps and 350 blueprints in the society's collections.

Reno-Sparks Indian Colony was awarded $5,000 to preserve, catalog and index 3,000 photographs, negatives
and slides from the Native Nevadan Collection.

City of Elko, $5,000 to design, develop and begin a records management program for the city, to ensure the

that records of historical value are identified, preserved and made available to the general public.

The Board was awarded a $50,000 grant from the National Historical Records and Publications Commission

for a two year project to grant funds to museums, historical societies, tribal governments, local governments

and non-profit institutions to address the archival needs of the State, starting with their own institutions. There
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will be a second cycle of grant awards next year. The next deadline is January 31, 1999. For more
information, contact Jeffrey M. Kintop, State Archives Manager at the Nevada State Library and Archives,

702-687-5210.

CONSERVATION NOTE: Preserving and inspecting microfilm: things to look for

by Noel Carmack, Preservation Librarian, USU Special Collections & Archives

You may be a reference librarian who regularly handles microform materials at your library or archives.

Microfilming may be a principal aspect of preserving public documents at your institution. In any case, it is

important to maintain a regular maintenance schedule for your microform materials. It has been
recommended that film be inspected biennially, using at least a ten percent sample of your microfilm

collection. The inspection should be documented with the number of microfilm in the storage area and the

number of films inspected. This inspection should also note the storage conditions, including the temperature
and humidity, air circulation, and the state of drawers and cabinets.

Reels and containers should be of a noncorroding material. Rolls of film should be stored in closed containers

or boxes to protect the film against particulates.

The quality of film is another important factor in the longevity of microfilm. "Medium-term films" are films

that have a life expectancy of at least ten years. "Long-term" films are films that will last one hundred years

or more in ideal archival storage conditions; this includes most silver-gelatin films. Diazo and vesicular films
have shown excellent stability but should qualify under ANSI standards of permanence for long-term status.

When inspecting the condition of older films, you should look for certain characteristics. Drawing upon the

recommendations of Nancy Gwinn and Lisa Fox, it is helpful to look for:

1. Fading or staining.

2. Poor resolution in original filming.

3. Inconsistent formatting, orientation, or inadequate spacing of items filmed.
4. Redox blemishes (red or yellow spots).

5. Abrasions or scratches on the emulsion.

6. Damage from mishandling.
7. Separation of the emulsion from the base.

8. Embrittlement.

9. Mold or Fungus damage.

After an inspection for these characteristics, it should be determined which film is the of the slowest, sharpest

quality to improve the permanence of film used.

Film inspection is often tedious and requires long hours of work but it is a vital component of a regular
holdings maintenance program. In any collections management program it is important that careful decisions

be made with regard to preservation microfilming and the quality of materials employed.

For more on microfilming standards, see:

Cox, Richard J. "Selecting Historical Records for Microfilming: Some Suggested Procedures for

Repositories." Library and Archival Security 9 (1989): 21 41.

Gertz, Janet E. "Preservation Microfilming for Archives and Manuscripts," American Archivist 53 (Spring
1990): 224 234.

Fox, Lisa L., ed. Preservation Microfilming: A Guide for Librarians and Archivists. 2nd ed., Chicago:
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American Library Association, 1996.

Kidd, Harry B. "Micrographics Standards in Libraries." Microform Review 13 (Spring 1984): 93 96, 98 102.

Usovicz, Eileen, and Nancy E. Elkington. "Recommended Program of Microfilm Inspection." In RLG

Preservation Microfilming Handbook, edited by Nancy E. Elkington, 160 176. Mountain View, CA: RLG,
1992.

Recent acquisitions at USU noted

by John Powell, Merrill Library, Utah State University

LOGAN, UT--The Special Collections and Archives Division at the Utah State University Merrill Library has
recently acquired the following collections. Further information is available by calling (435) 797-2663 or

through the division's web site, http://www.usu.edu/~specol/index.html.

Susan Arrington Madsen Papers, 1990s (2 linear feet): The Susan Arrington Madsen Papers consist of
research notes, correspondence, and the uncut manuscripts of her books Growing Up in Zion and The Second

Rescue of the Willie and Martin Handcart Pioneers. The material cut from The Second Rescue of the Willie

and Martin Handcart Pioneers is restricted until 2003.

Riter Brothers Drug Company Records, 1903-1918 (1.5 linear feet): Four prescription books (1903-1904,

1905-1907, 1913-1914, 1915-1918) from Riter Brothers Drug Company. Riter Brothers, incorporated in

Logan in 1891, had retail stores in Logan and Garland, Utah, and Franklin, Preston, and Montpelier, Idaho.
The Logan store was located at 33 North Main. In addition, Riter Brothers did business as a wholesale

distributor throughout northern Utah, southern Idaho, and western Wyoming.

Grant Redford Papers (15 linear feet): Manuscripts of plays, short stories, poems, articles, and files of writer
Grant Redford. The collection includes material from Redford's days at the University of Washington and his

Turkish period (1958-1960).

Corinne Business Letters, 1867-1870 (53 pieces): Fifty-three business letters from the glory days of the
gentile capital of Utah, dated 1867-1870, mostly relating to the firm of Hussey, Dahler, and Company,

bankers in Virginia City, Montana.

Joseph Reed Manuscript, October 4, 1868 (1 piece): Holograph letter written by Joseph Reed, a Mormon
convert from England who was working on the Union Pacific Rail Road previous to the driving of the golden

spike in 1869. He describes the wages and food he was getting and describes America as a land of opportunity

to his family back in England.

Conway Sonne Papers (10 linear feet): Research files and correspondence Conway Sonne compiled in the

writing of his books Saints on the Sea and Ships, Saints and Mariners: A Maritime Encyclopedia of Mormon

Migration. The bulk of the collection is composed of files on individual ships, by name, that carried Mormon
immigrants to the United States. These files detailed information on ships including passenger lists. There are

also files on Native Americans, prominent Mormon pioneers, and frontiersmen.

Logan City School District Records, 1872-1950 (3 linear feet): Minutes of the Board of Trustees (1872-1882;
1891-1892), Minutes of the Board of Education (18931918), Minutes of the Logan Kindergarten Association

(1928- ), Minutes of the Examining Board (1908-1917), and various financial records (1885-1950) of the

Logan City School District.

[Claudius Victor] Spencer Diary, January 25 February 18, 1845 (1 bound volume): The author of this brief

diary has been identified by Maurine Carr Ward in the Spring 1997 issue of The Nauvoo Journal as Claudius
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Victor Spencer (1825-1910). The diary documents daily life in Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1845.

J. Arbon Christensen Papers, 1960-1980 (1.5 linear feet): Transcripts of radio addresses given by Christensen

over KVNU in Logan during the 1960s and 1970s. The subjects are mostly from Cache Valley and United

States history.

Logan Temple Time Books, 1877-1884 (3 bound volumes): Three time books documenting labor on the

construction of the Logan, Utah, Mormon temple. Work on the temple began in 1877 and was completed in

1884. Two of the books list names, residences, hours and wages of workers, one at the Temple Block from
October 6 to November 24, 1877, the other at the Green Canyon Quarry Camp from May 12 to December

28, 1878. The third book names women who did the cleaning, sewing, and other work from March 14 to May

24, 1884, before and immediately following the dedication of the temple by President John Taylor on May 17,
1884.

Frank D. Lemon-Toppie Simonfay Correspondence, 1990-1997 (30 pieces): Correspondence between Toppie

Simonfay and Frank D. Lemon (1901-1997).
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